
Case Thösamling, India

In Sidhpur, close to the residence of His Holiness the Dalai Lama, a new monastery for
Western Buddhist nuns will be built. It will give shelter for 40 to 60 nuns and will also be
open for western women who want to study and practice Buddhism. The first building
phase will be completed in September 2003 after which the first groups of nuns and
laywomen will start with a study program. More information about Thösamling can be
found on their website: www.thosamling.com .
The initiator of this project, Tenzin Sangmo (a nun of Dutch origin) contacted the
Department of Environmental Technology of the Wageningen University for support
with the design an eco-friendly water management system. As I am enjoying, since a few
months, an (early) retirement as lecturer at the WU, and being very inspired by
Buddhism, I offered my services for free, even though my expertise is mostly in
anaerobic treatment of industrial and domestic sewage. Below you will find a brief
description of this case as well as some questions.
I am looking forward to reading your critical comments coming week.
Look Hulshoff Pol

Description of the site
The site is on a slope in a valley and rice paddies surround the property. It has a beautiful
view on the Himalayas. The northern border of plot A (see layout plan) is 7 meters higher
than the south border.

Plot A before the start of the construction



Attached you will find a layout plan of the monastery, with some distances. On plot A the
following constructions are foreseen:

• 2 buildings for nuns (2 stories), roof surface 258 m2

• a library with two classrooms above, roof surface 140 m2

• a dining hall with attached kitchen, roof surface 240 m2

• an office and teachers room, roof surface 48 m2

• a temple with special room for a visiting high lama, roof surface 320 m2

• a guesthouse, same building as for the nuns, roof surface 258 m2

At the moment 1 building for the nuns and the library are under construction. Near the
present nuns quarters a hole for a septic tank is dug (dimensions of width, length and
depth:  0.6, 0.6 and 0.5 meter). The size of plot A is 1.5 acres (0.6 ha)

On plot C it is intended to construct 5 small retreat houses  (5 x 5 m) and small kitchen,
bathroom and toilet. The size of plot C is 0.75 acres (0.3 ha).

Water supply
Irrigation canals surround plot A. During the winter and spring this will provide water for
the monastery. During the monsoon this will however stop. The monsoon starts in July
and ends beginning October. Along plot C runs a small river (2 m wide) giving fast
running water coming from the nearby village (1 km above the site). During the monsoon
this river will be stopped also and is dry.
The intention is to use water from the irrigation canals and the river. It will be have to be
treated so it can be used also for drinking after purification with local available filter
technology and boiling. Pesticides are a concern here (are there filters available in India
that take out pesticides?).
For the monsoon period, when the river and canals are dry, tanks will be installed for
rainwater harvesting. The objective is to use this water during the monsoon.
(Any good tips for the water harvesting system?)

Wastewater management
Toilets will be installed, with a small bucket for flushing. Instructions will be given to use
water sparingly (We discussed the use of compost toilet, bur “normal seat toilets” were
preferred.). Also water from the showers can be used for flushing, so water is used twice.
Concern is soap. (No problems with shampoo!) In conclusion: no separation of black and
grey wastewater here.
For the toilets serving the retreat houses on plot C however, the system presented in case
4 would be an interesting option.
All wastewater from plot A is directed to a septic tank. Our present idea is to treat the
septic tank effluent in a vertical constructed wetland, which should be built on plot B.
Problem however, is that there is yet no electricity on the property, for the pump required
for periodically pumping the water to the CW. However we can assume that this problem
will be solved.
Concerning the CW a number of questions arise such as:

- where to find the best sand, how to retrieve a proper size fraction?
- What plants are available (Phragmites are supposedly good as their rootstock

provide good aeration, however is this available?)



- Physical design: what is a good material choice (e.g. pipes), diameters required,
diameters of perforations, design of draining pipes at the bottom?

- Proper design of air supply to bottom?
- Maintenance required?
- How to handle out flow?

Financing
The idea is that this can be an interesting demonstration project for the region. Therefore
the initiator wants to look for financial support, either in India or by an international
donor, especially since the whole project depends on the generosity of many private
donors. Which organization can she contact?
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